
The more force is applied to a spring, the more it extends - as shown when a spring gets longer and

longer as more masses are added. Remember though, adding too much force can damage it for good.

A student wants to find the spring constant of a spring.
She has two identical springs, A and B.

First, she hangs spring A from a clamp attached to a weighted
stand. She clamps a ruler to the stand so that the zero on the

ruler is at the same height as the top of the spring. She then
measures the natural length of the spring to the nearest mm.

a) Which one of the following would increase the accuracy
of measuring the natural length of the spring?
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Measuring it to the nearest centimetre instead of the nearest millimetre.

Setting up the apparatus so the spring is closer to the ruler.

Placing some of the masses on the weighted stand.

Compressing the spring as much as possible while measuring it.

b) Suggest one other way the student could make sure this measurement is as accurate as possible.

The student records the natural length of spring A as 16.0 cm. She attaches the mass stand, which
has a mass of 50 g, to the bottom of spring A. She then adds four 50 g masses to it, one at a time.

c) Each time she adds 50 g to the spring, she measures the spring's new length and calculates its

extension. Her results are shown in the table below. Calculate the missing values in the table.

You can assume g: 9.8 N/kg and that the mass values are corect to 2 signiflcant figures.

mass (g) 50 100 150 200 250

spring length (cm) 18.4 20.8 26.2 34.9 48.5

force applied
to spring (N)

0.49 1.5 2.0 2.5

spnng
extension (cm)

2.4 4.8 r0.2 18.9
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The student repeats the same experiment
with spring B using smaller masses. 1'00

She plots her results on the graph on the right.

d) Draw a line of best fit on the graph 0'80

and use it to determine the ppring Z
constant of spring B. : 0'60
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e) Use your spring constant from d) to calculate the amount of energy that was transferred to the
elastic potential energy store of the spring when it was extended by 2.0 cm.

Elastic potential energy : + " spring constant x (extension)2

rsl
f) Explain why the student used smaller masses when repeating the experiment with spring B.

Use evidence from the table on the previous page to support your answer.

tsl

The best experirnent in physics? This one springs to nfind...
ln this practic al, you expecl lo ftnd a linear relationship belween force and extension. lf you add lhe
same mass each lime and lhe spring exlends by differenl?mounts, then the relationship ain'tlinear -
you've probably used masses that were loo heavy or a spring that was already inelastically deformed.
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